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Liquid Cooling Antspace parameter 
specifications (North American version)

Product
Overview

Input voltage, V
Min Max

415V/60Hz

Total power consumption, kW 1047

PUE 1.019*

Miner
Miner power consumption, W 4900 5400
Miner inlet/outlet water 
temperature, °C 35/45

Container

Supporting power consumption 
(cooling, power distribution), kW 30 55

Container dimension 
(length * width * height) 6058*2438*2896

Cooling tower dimension 
(length*width*height) 5800*2240*4286

Weight, T (container without 
miner/with miner weight) 8/12

Number of miners 190 210
Cooling tower docking interface 
specifications DN125

Heating docking interface 
specifications DN100

Temperature variation between 
inlet and outlet(heating side)ΔT 10

Operating
Environment
Requirements

Ambient temperature, °C -25 ~ 40

Noise, dB(A) 78 (internal) / 
65 (external)

Internal coolant Antifreeze/Pure water

(Middle 
Eastern 
Version) : 
Input 
voltage 
380V/50Hz

Cooling tower 
interface

External cooling 
source 

interface

Pump set

Plate heat
exchanger (optional)

Distribution
Cabinet

Miner set-up
area

Face 
recognition

Magnetic
lock

Liquid Cooling
Antspace Liquid Cooling Antspace Specification



Heat exchange between 
cooling tower and air

Heat exchange between 
plate heat exchanger and 
natural water 

Cooling tower 
interface

Plate heat exchanger 
interface
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3Cooling Tower Specification

Cooling Tower Spec Wet and dry hybrid
(container type) Remark

Model Number JYCGS-1100

Heat dissipation capacity 1000KW，with 10% margin

Dimension (Length * Width * Height), mm 6058*2438*2896

Ambient temperature and humidity 35℃、60%RH（Wet-bulb temperature28℃）

Cooling tower inlet and outlet water 
temperature

Inlet water: 45°C
outlet water: 35°C

Water flow 85m³/h

Fan air volume 75000m³/h*3

Fan power 7.5KW*3

Spray pump flow 233m³/h

Spray pump power 5.5KW

Motor voltage 415V/60Hz Middle East Version:
380V/50Hz

Water Consumption Maximum 1~1.5m³/h

Specifications
(spray)

Spray pipe area 135㎡

Spray pipe material 304 Stainless steel

Specifications 
(dry cooling)

Fin tube area 1200㎡

Fin tube material 304 Stainless steel tube + aluminum fin

Weight (shipping weight/ operating weight) 6/10T

Noise（16m / 53ft） Maximum 75dBA

External piping specifications Circulating water pipe DN125, water supply pipe DN40, 
drainpipe DN65

Design pressure 1.2Mpa

Friction loss 80KPa

Total power 14KW(max28KW)

Containerized cooling tower

Liquid Cooling
Antspace



3D model of Liquid Cooling Antspace (with fence and cage ladder)

Top guardrail of
cooling tower

Automatic
rebound door

Cage ladder
Guardrails and ladders meet the requirements of
relevant U.S. OSHA standards
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5Main components inside the liquid cooling containerLiquid Cooling
Antspace

Container 
side door

Hydro cooling
miner shelf

Water separator

Distribution
cabinet B

Distribution
cabinet A

Container 
side door

Pump
system

Control
cabinet

Floor
heating
component
(optional)

Junction
box

Distribution
cabinet B

Distribution
cabinet A

Junction
box

Cooling
tower
interface

Circulating
pump

Degassing 
tank

Expansion 
tank

Metal
Hose



6Liquid Cooling Antspace prototype picture

Face recognition
access control

system

Container side door
（Only used for

maintenance, do not
open daily, otherwise

it will affect the
ventilation inside）

Magnetic lock
（Used with face

recognition system）

Cold and hot
water pipelines

for
interconnecting
cooling tower
and container

Control the space
between 1.5m~2m

CCS classification
society

certification

Cooling tower
air inlet

Emergency stop switch
at the door（for use in

emergency）
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7Example of layout of Liquid Cooling Antspace in mining farm

33.6 m

Example of water-cooled container layout in 
mining farm

Total area: 
537.6 square meters

2.5 m
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Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

Cooling
tower

2.5MVA
Transformer

2.5MVA
Transformer

2.5MVA
Transformer

2.5MVA
Transformer

Cooling tower 
hydrating line

2 m 2.4 m 2 m
Cooling tower fan, 
pump power 28KW

6 m

4 m

16 m

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB

1200A
MCB

1600A
MCB
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Field Installation Requirements for Liquid Cooling Containers

Infrastructure

Floor space 
(single set of containers) Container dimension: Length 6058mm * Width 2438mm

Operating area space
Front and rear: reserve 3 meters for the front door and 2 meters for the rear end
Both sides: reserve 1.8 meters on the side with Container side door, and 0.5 meters on the side without Container side
door

Load bearing 9.2T(container)+6.3T(cooling tower)，Cooling tower integrated on top of container

Height 3m（container）/8m（Including container top cooling tower） Caution: There must be no high voltage 
lines around the top of the cooling tower

Foundation

1. Floor hardening + leveling, level ±1 degree
2. Need to be raised and cannot be soaked in water
3. Simple roof recommended
4. Outgoing cables need to be fixed

Mining site preparation required

Unloading equipment
The customer needs to prepare a crane of 10 tons or more for loading and unloading
If the cooling tower is hoisted as a whole, it is recommended to use the necessary spreaders to avoid deformation of the 
cooling tower

Mining site preparation required

Power

Voltage Three-phase 415V±5%

Current Phase current 2000A

Open specification NA1-2000X/4

Cable Specifications YJV-4*300+1*150 或4*YJV-300+1*YJV-150，Surface wiring: (requires 4 five-core YJV cables, each 2 wires can carry 
500kW)

Need to be purchased separately by
customer

Cable length The internal cable length of the container needs to be 3m. It is recommended to deploy the external cable nearby to save 
the cable cost

3-meter wiring inside (From the 
transformer to the container)

Landing The grounding point reserved outside the container body should be reliably for landing
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Field Installation Requirements for Liquid Cooling Containers

Water supply
/ drainage

Cooling tower spray water Water consumption = 1T/hour
Recommended water supply capacity ≥ 5T/hour (For filling cooling tower at the beginning)

Water can be directly received from water 
tower

Cooling tower inlet water 
pipe diameter

DN40, The water supply path and on-site design should be based on drainage outlet location. The construction pipeline 
needs to be designed with a drainage outlet, which can drain the outdoor pipeline water completely and prevent water
freezing in winter
The outside of the water supply pipe needs to be wrapped with thermal insulation cotton

Mining site purchase and installation
required

Cooling tower drainage 
pipe diameter

DN65, The site design should be based on drainage outlet location. The construction pipeline needs to be designed with a 
drainage outlet, which can drain the outdoor pipeline water completely and prevent water freezing in winter

Mining site purchase and installation
required

Safety
fire extinction equipment Customers need to have their own fire extinction equipment Customer preparation required

smoke detector Customers need to have their own 24V power supply smoke sensor
The power supply interface has been reserved inside Customer preparation required

Pressure
pump

equipment
Pump

It is recommended to configure an air pump with pressure no less than 7Kg, the outer diameter is 10mm, the length of the 
air pipe is 3~5 meters
Recommended specification of the air pump: flow rate 60L/min or above, pressure 0.7MPa or above

Mining site purchase and installation
required

Coolant
Coolant

Meet the local winter outdoor antifreeze specifications
Recommended color of coolant (from most to least): colorless > blue > green > red
During rehydration operation, personal protections (gloves, goggles) are recommended

Mining site purchase and installation
required;
Brands with reliable quality are
recommended

Volume Approximately 1.5 tons fully filled

Network
Network bandwidth Hundred-level MBs

NDIS Category 5e or above shielded network cable

Transportation Transportation 
Convenience

Facilitate the entry and exit of equipment for personnel exchanges. Site location is preferably close to the national highway 
or provincial highway
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10Advantages of Liquid Cooling Antspace

Flexible 
cooling 
scheme

High 
density

Intelligent 
control

High 
efficiency 

and energy 
saving

Safe 
and 

reliable

Convenient 
operation 

and 
maintenance

Intelligent control: manual/automatic dual-mode control; fully closed-loop water temperature 
automatic control in automatic mode makes the miner always in the best working condition; 
support online miner power-on/on-line program upgrade/online active alarm.

Convenient operation and maintenance: the miner network on both sides of shelf is separately controlled by 
two sets of switches; each miner can be powered off separately; each miner inlet and outlet are separately 
opened and closed, and there is only one for each; reducing the impact of operation of the miner on other 
miners when maintenance needs to be powered on and off.

Safe and reliable: The entire system has passed UL (cTUVus) certification and can be used in the United 
States and Canada. The container body has passed CCS classification society certification; condensation and 
leakage detection/alarm; cooling tower cage ladder and guardrail meet OSHA standards; 3D -Face recognition 
access control, panic bars with latches or bolts, remote video monitoring, GPS positioning, one-button 
emergency stop, and electric cabinet interlock design.

High efficiency and energy saving: PUE as low as 1.03; optional heating 
components can provide heat recovery; variable frequency fan control, reduced 
water consumption, energy consumption and noise.

Flexible cooling scheme: choose closed circuit cooling tower/dry and wet 
hybrid cooling tower/dry cooler/containerized cooling tower.

High-density design: 1MW heat dissipation capability + up to 210 pcs 
water-cooled miners @20HC.

Liquid Cooling
Antspace



Thank you!
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